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Since 2007, NewGround has held our focus on building relationships between Muslims and Jews in Los Angeles to establish foundations that can endure the storms of current events and the pain that wracks our communities. We made significant changes to protect each other’s health in 2020, holding our major public events and completing our professional and MAJIC fellowship programs online. We didn’t think that 2021 would be easy, but we hoped it would be smoother.

No such luck. In addition to navigating new waves of the pandemic, the waves of polarization seem to be swelling rather than abating. As conflicts over ideology and identity tear greater divides between Americans, we are deeply concerned about the way we’re handling disagreements as a society. When we call someone else out, we label them, which we know will make them dig in their heels and respond in the worst way. We need the capacity to help people feel understood, and the tools to demonstrate our understanding. Otherwise, pressure continues to build until it breaks our relationships to each other, our community and even our society.

This past year brought new and sometimes heart-wrenching challenges, and we reexamined our mission and practice once again.

The lived experiences of NewGround alumni and community members inspired us to confront racial bias and hate within our communities at a level of depth we hadn’t explored before. We held more public events in the wake of violence in Gaza and Israel to give our community the space to share and understand each others’ pain. Throughout, we held true to our mission: connecting and empowering Jews and Muslims, and helping people of varied backgrounds and experiences build bridges across divides.

Our model of building resilient relationships that can stay strong through the most difficult conversations, and then holding space for those conversations, proves to be both relevant and necessary year after year.

We’ve invested in the tools to help our staff, fellows and alumni practice the deep listening skills we need to understand each other. Even in the face of collective “Zoom fatigue,” we had higher event attendance and stronger donor support this year than the year before. We leaned in, and you leaned in with us.

2022 has already brought new challenges, and NewGround stands ready to face them with the knowledge that conflict is inevitable, but not intractable. With your partnership and generosity, we have the strength to meet the moment, no matter what the moment brings.

LETTER FROM LEADERSHIP

Ra/bi Sarah Ba/sin Nurya Shabir
NewGround Board Co-Chairs
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

2021-2022 BUDGET

45% $200,000 Individual Contributions

39% $192,000 Foundation Grants

16% $72,000 Board Contributions

PROJECTED REVENUE $464,000
CONFRONTING RACIAL BIAS

FACING RACISM

June 16: NewGround held a public dialogue about the function of anti-Black racism in faith communities, and how storytelling can be utilized as a tool to build more inclusive faith communities. Margari Hill (Executive Director, Muslim Anti-Racism Collaborative) and Chava Shervington (Board Member, Jewish Multiracial Network) shared their personal stories about racism in these communities, and discussed actionable tools for navigating and combatting hatred.

COURAGE ACCELERATOR

2021 presented twin “cris-ortunities” and we designed a new program to meet this moment: our Alumni Courage Accelerator. It was vital to focus on addressing how racial bias impacts our communities, and rather than starting new relationships on Zoom, we chose to gather some of our dedicated alumni and help them refine their skills. Together we learned from experts within our Alumni Advisory Council, the Leadership Lab of the Los Angeles LGBT Center and Resetting the Table to confront bias and heal the wounds it causes in our communities.

Working as part of NewGround’s staff has given me so many new tools for strengthening my listening skills, and has helped me maintain patience and curiosity in the heat of conflict. I’m humbled and invigorated by the stories I get to hear and uplift, and I’m excited to deepen these skills in the new fellowship cohort!

Ben Ginsburg
COMMUNICATIONS & OPERATIONS COORDINATOR, CURRENT NEWGROUND FELLOW

SPOTLIGHT: BREAKING BIAS

September 23: The revival of our Spotlight event was an evening of transformative storytelling directed by Amir Abdullah and Stacie Chaiken, exploring lived experiences of bias told by community members. After our six featured speakers shared their stories and poems, participants joined breakout groups and shared their own stories as well.
ADDRESSING THE CRISIS
IN ISRAEL AND GAZA

CREATING SPACE

August 31: At one of our first in-person events since the start of the pandemic, we gathered a small group of highly-engaged community members for an intimate encounter with raw and heartfelt stories of Israel and Palestine.

Working with MAJIC alumni for the past year has shown me just how impactful and long-lasting MAJIC and NewGround programs are. There are very few places where you can have meaningful, intentional conversations about relational differences.

Maya Al-Mansour
Ma’thos Matthews
M’20, MAJIC FACILITATOR

DOUBLING DOWN IN DIFFICULT TIMES:
PRACTITIONER PERSPECTIVES

July 6: We convened a conversation with bridge-builders in Israel Palestine who were holding grief and finding a way forward from the violence in Gaza and Israel in May 2021. Together, we explored which tools and approaches worked for them, and which ones didn’t. We wanted to give our community tools to ensure that people can hear one another in all their complexity, to create change, one step at a time, and how to be good allies to their work as an American community of Muslims and Jews.

NEWGROUND SPEAKS

So many were searching for answers and guidance in the wake of the violence and death in Gaza and Israel last May. NewGround staff spoke with journalists for national outlets like NPR and the Associated Press, and to local programs like KPCC’s AirTalk. NewGround also engaged with our Los Angeles community to stand up against reactionary hate and violence that targeted Muslims and Jews in LA.
BUILDING BRIDGES ACROSS DIVIDES

APEIROGON EVENT

In one of our most moving public conversations, we held a discussion of Apeirogon with author Colum McCann and the protagonists, Bassam Aramin and Rami Elhanan about how they use stories to build empathy.

VIRTUAL COMMUNITY IFTAR

April 27: Our annual interfaith community Iftar featured recipes and stories from Rob Eshman, Rabbi Naomi Levy, Imam Jihad Turk, Anjum Mir, and music from our friend Craig Taubman. The Zoom event was also covered by Voice of America.

TRAILBLAZER: ACROSS DIVIDES

November 14: Our Suzy & Wally Marks z”l Trailblazer Awards ceremony honored Samara Hutman, MN AG Keith Ellison, Brie Loskota, and Rev. Gary Mason, leaders who have created change by forging partnerships that light a path beyond hate and conflict. In addition to rich stories and conversation, we received the gift of music from singer-songwriter Naimah.

THE BAND’S VISIT

December 12: A snap-opportunity arose to see Tony-award winning musical The Band’s Visit as a NewGround community in Hollywood. Afterwards, Aziza Hasan facilitated a talk-back with the cast about their experiences acting in the show and how they feel the show’s message aspires to deeper, more authentic connections and how it falls short.

Our family is a NewGround family because we understand that NewGround’s approach helps people build capacity for challenging conversations, and invites us all to a place of curiosity rather than assumptions - and we know that our society is in great need of that right now.

Soniya Perl
MAJIC PARENT ’18, FUTURE PROFESSIONAL FELLOW
LOOKING FORWARD TO 2022

Thanks to support from UpStart, NewGround has embarked on a new partnership with Resetting the Table (RTT). We have received additional training and an agreement to train others using NewGround and RTT curricula as we build people’s capacity to talk about the very things that matter most to them. The training focuses on listening tools that help the speaker be understood the way they want to be understood, which has synergized so well with our existing models. Our staff has used RTT’s tools to augment and strengthen our MAJIC and Professional Fellowship programs, and is building a facilitator training program drawing from RTT’s methodology and integrating it with NewGround’s own. Current cohorts and alumni have expressed that they are using these tools to engage others with curiosity and connect across differences.

Most people rarely learn anything listening to themselves speak, and MAJIC gave us the skills to actively listen and to facilitate discussion. I utilize those skills on a daily basis.

Aliza Benor
M ’20

PROFESSIONAL FELLOWSHIP COHORT

This year’s Professional Fellows will have the opportunity to experience a new version of our Fellowship which incorporates the next-level skill-building and focus on bias of our Courage Accelerator. Gaining facility in this new set of tools, fellows will take an even deeper dive, helping one another understand the ways anti-Muslim and anti-Jewish bias impact our institutional and personal lives and will help us to support our communities in breaking out of reflexive patterns of behavior.

MAJIC: LOOKING BACK TO MOVE FORWARD!

As with our adult alumni, Zoom gave us the opportunity to do two things we’ve been wanting to do: reconnect the graduates of our high school MAJIC program, and bring some of our MAJIC alumni to NewGround as staff! Shachar Cohen-Hodos (M ’13) and Maya Al-Mansour Matthews (M ’20) worked to frame conversations for the alumni network to help them navigate the challenges of COVID-19 and the tumultuous stories that crossed our news feeds. As we move into 2022, Maya continues to work with alumni and Shachar has been joined by Sara Deen (PF ’20; CAP ’21) to form the MAJIC program facilitation team for our new MAJIC cohort. In a beautiful full-circle experience, intern Muhammed Aly (M ’18) rounds out the new MAJIC staff!

DONOR CIRCLE EVENTS

IFTAR, THURSDAY
APRIL 7, 2022

BOOK CLUB

TRAILBLAZER SPOTLIGHT
STAFF MEMBERS

Aziza Hasan - Executive Director
Maya Al-Mansour Matthews - MAJIC Alumni Facilitator
Sara Deen - MAJIC Facilitator
Ben Ginsburg - Communications & Operations Coordinator
Shachar Cohen-Hodos - MAJIC Alumni Facilitator
Andrea Hodos - Associate Director
Tasneem Noor - Programs Director
Maia Ferdman - Trainer/Facilitator

BOARD MEMBERS

Rabbi Sarah Bassin - Board Co-Chair
Nurya Shabir - Board Co-Chair
Rachel Andres
Paul Beck
Pervez Delawalla

Halim Dhanidina
Adam Fakhri
Josh Hofheimer
Farah Khan
Edina Lekovic

Paula Litt
Molly Rubin
Tzivia Schwartz Getzug
Tasnim Shamji
David Weiner

MAJIC ALUMNI VOLUNTEERS

Muhammed Aly - Intern
McKenna Blackshire - Intern
Armaan Ismail - Productions Manager
ADVISORY BOARD

Amir Abdullah‡
Merrill Alpert*
Samia Bano*
Rabbi Sarah Bassin*
Rabbi Neil Comess-Daniels*
Gehen Elshafei*
Rabbi Shawn Fields-Meyer*
Rabbi Reuven Firestone
Marissa Tiamfook Gee‡
Alan Goff‡
Rabbi Susan Goldberg*
Karim Gowani*
Umar Hakim‡
Rabbi Abraham Havivi, MD*
Dr. Amir Hussain
Saaliha Khan*

Leadership Lab, LA LGBT Center, Dave Fleischer, Eden Mayle & Jordyn Sun
Edina Lekovic*
Nate Looney‡
Brie Loskota
Khulood Madany‡
Dr. Jessica Marglin
Rabbi Michelle Missaghieh*
Imam Rushdan Mujahid-Deen*
Dr. David Myers
Dr. Zachary Ritter‡
Dr. Syed Rizwan
Joumana Silyan Saba*
Staten Consultant Group, Daedra Staten
Rabbi Ron Stern*
Imam Jihad Turk*

*MAJIC Advisory Board Member
‡Alumni Courage Accelerator Advisory Council Member

CONSULTANTS

Stacie Chaiken (Story Consultant)
Amir Abdullah (Story Consultant)
Cindy Kaplan (Film Producer & Director)
Josh Kaufman (Director's Cut Productions)
Mustafa Zeno (Rug & Vase, LLC)
DONORS & SPONSORS

$75,000
The Angell Foundation

$15,000+
The Philip and Muriel Berman Foundation
The Diane & Guilford Glazer Foundation
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Wally Marks III
Otto and Marianne Wolman Foundation

$10,000+
Yasmin & Salim Adaya
ANONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
Pervez & Jasmin Delawalla
Paula & Barry Litt
Nurya Shabir & Muhammad Adaya
UpStart
Weisman Discretionary Trust

$5,000+
Max & Anna Baran, Ben & Sarah Baran and Milton Baran Endowment Fund
Paul A. Beck
California Humanities
The Fakhri Family
Lisa & Maury Friedman Foundation
Lisa & Josh Hofheimer
Suzy Marks
Julia Meltzer
Ken & Wendy Ruby
Michael Skloff
Sanford Weiner

$3,000+
Rabbi Sarah Bassin & Jordan Reimer
Dean Bloom & Robert Klyman
M. Arif Dhanidina
Dr. Lois M. Sprague, Ph.D./The Guildbord Center
Whizin Philanthropic Fund

$2,000+
Rachel Andres & Ben Tysch
Loren Bloch
Darren and Susy Enenstein
Islamic Center of Southern California
Kaloud
Farah Khan & Pedro L Gonzalez
Edina Lekovic & Tarek Shawky
Susan & Bill Levine
Brie Loskota & Justin Ehresmann
MAZON: A Jewish Response to Hunger
Naila Osman
Ariella & Michael Radwin
Tasnim Shami
Temple Emanuel of Beverly Hills*
David Weiner & Marieke Oudejans
Michael Zucker & Jane Steinberg

$1,000+
American Muslim Civic Leadership Alumni
Melissa Balaban & Adam Wergeles
Celia Bernstein & Bradley Kesden
Diana Buckhantz, Vladimir & Araxia Buckhantz Family Foundation
California Community Foundation
Loran Calvin
Rabbi Kenny & Julia Chaplin
Halim & Saranya Dhanidina
Tzivia Schwartz Getzog & Steve Getzog
Judy Glass
Lisa & Joshua Greer
Aziza Hasan & Abdul Jabbar Sani
Sean Hecht & Rebecca Weiker
Irv Hershenbaum
Samara Hutman
Ismaili Community of Los Angeles
The Landres Family - Renata and Zuzana & Shawn Halima & Suleman Mohammed
Drs. David Myers & Nomi Stolzenberg
Patsy & Joe Ostroy
Molly & Zscharly Rubin
Sandy Savett
Kashif Shaikh
Rabbis Ruth Sohn and Reuven Firestone
Karl Thurmond
Bill & Sheila Wasserman

$500+
Susan Adelman
Suraiya & Irfan Ali
Ruth Andres
Mustapha Baha
Hal Barron & Kathy Kobayashi
Jaime Rapaport Barry & Tim Barry
Reuben Benkovitz
Leah Bishop & Gary Yale
Julie & Steve Bram
Rabbi Sharon Brous & David Light
Steve Byrnes
Rabbi Kenneth Chasen & Allison Lee
Barbara Cohn
Dodie & Roy Danchick

Elizabeth & Glen Friedman
Asma & Irfan Furniturewala
Daniel Giesberg & Carol Lifland
Stephen & Soniya Perl
Nasreen Haroon
Rabbi Avi Havivi & Deborah Schmidt
Rabbi Jocey Hudson
IKAR
Tobi Inlender
Charlotte & Stanley Kandel
Caroline & Kevin Kelly
Saailha Khan
Muizz & Nazmina Kheraj
Jeanney Kutner
Susan Leonard
Stephen Lesser
Irwin Levin
William & Val Loskota
Gregg Lynn & Glenn Risso
MAJOR Fund
Steven Martini
MCM Oil Tools
Andrea McNells
Yasmyne & Ibrahim Mohammed
Shahbano Nawaz & Usman Mohammed
Marium Mohiuddin
Dorit Naftalin & Harry Nelson
Joshua & Susan Pretsky
Norbert Seifert & Wilma Chung
Temple Israel of Hollywood
USC Center for Religion and Civic Culture
Molly & Habib Veera
Shaheen Veera
Jerry Ward
Rachel Weber & Rabbi Ephraim Pelcovits
Anil & Vidya Yalamanchi

$250+
Sumaya Abubaker
Merrill & Gregg Alpert
Joan Beerman
Rachel Bernstein
Ava Bise
Jodi Doane
Rob Eshman & Rabbi Naomi Levy
James Felton
Bertrand I Ginsberg
Diane Gonzalez
Karim Gowani
David Gribbin
Andrea Hodos & Rabbi Aryeh Cohen
DONORS & SPONSORS

Janet & Herbert Hodos  
Dr. Amir Hussain & Joan Becker  
Marwa & Ahmad Iqbal  
Jeffrey Kahane  
Gary Katz  
Joshua P. Katzan  
Joseph & Diana Kotzin  
Peter & Marie Laugharn  
Marty Longbine  
Jodi Lopez  
Matthew Louchheim  
Marjie Mautner  
Rabbi Laura Owens  
Jo Pitesky  
Sally Porter  
The Ramji Law Group, APC  
Rabbi Benjamin Ross  
Ruth Spielman  
Diane Vanette  
Linda Weigel  
Aaron Willis & Natalie Weiss  
Steven & Michelle Windmueller  
Leora Wolf-Prusan  
Henry Wudl  
Farhat Zubair

$100+

Jean & Jay Abarbanel
Levant Akbarut
Azizah Ali
ANONYMOUS
Thomas Backer
Sana Balagamwala
Rabbi Lewis Barth
Frank Belz & Judy Kerner
Tobin Belzer & Jesse Ruskin
Rebecca Bernstein
Blackshire Family
Rabbi Richard Camras
Diane Chesne
Emily & Etan Cohen
Naomi Cohen
Rabbi Neil Comess-Daniels
Sherri Cunningham
Rabbi William & Georgianne Cutter
Philip Danufsky
Sara Deen
Adam Dick
Imam Caesar Dominguez
Matt & Krista Douglass
Adaora & Tom Earl
Scott Einbinder

Ramy El-Etreby
Amy Eriksen
Tamara Eskenazi
Anisa & Adil Esmail
Caryn Esco & David Gold
Rabbi Noah Farkas
Maia Ferdman
Rabbi Shawn & Tom Fields-Meyer
Yoni & Kitt Fife
John Fishel
Gerogia & Gary Freedman-Harvey
Leslie Friedman
Cheri Gaulke
Rabbi Susan Goldberg & Brian Joseph
Ari Michael Gordon
Rabbi Mel Gottlieb
Bob Grewal
Laurence Griffin
Umar Hakim
Janet Halbert
Iqbal Hassan
Richard Havel
Julie Hermelin
Alonzo Hill
Diana Hoffman
Irene Howard
Lesley Hyatt
Milla Islam-Majeed
Rabbi Steve Jacobs
Jonathan & Hope Jacoby
Ashraf Jilani
Lirona Kadosh & Ethan Goldstine
Piper Kamins
Shaheen Kassim Lakha
Khatija Kazi
Nabeela Khan
Shahnaz Khan
Akifa Khan, Creative Producer
Maryum Khwaja
Nobia Kibriya
Phyllis & Ira Klein
Lisa Kodmur
Benjamin Kushner
Frumeh Labow
Rabbi Susan Laemmle & John Antignas
Emily Lebovitz
Joseph Lee
David Levinson
Miriam Lieber
Paulette Light
Harry Litman
Jessica Litman

William Loskota
Marlene Louchheim
Adnan Majid
Stella Maloyan
Elia Mandel
Hawa & Navid Mapara
Drs. Jessica Marglin & Nathan Perl-Rosenthal
Judy Mark & Allen Erenbaum
Doe Mayer
Sheila Merchant
Lois Miller
Rabbi Michelle Missaghiel
Shaden Mohammad
Hala Mohammad
Atif Moon
Sherri Morr
Marsha & Mark Novak
Dr. Lisa Patriquin
Pressman Academy
Laila Ramji
Anees ur Rehman
Robert Ring
Maier Rosenberg
Alissa Roston
Maryam Saleemi
George Salmas
Molly Schaffer
Macie Sears Scherick
Philip Shakhnis and Deena Weisbaum
Aliza Shaprio
Dalit Shlapobersky
Mary Jane Shubow
Joumana Silvan-Saba
Mona Simpson
Deborah & Rabbi Chaim Singer-Frankes
Sohale Sizar
Nancy Solomon
Rabbi Wendy Spears & Mr. Eitan Ginsburg
Hazzan Michael Stein
Julie Sugar
Craig Taubman
Temple Beth Am
Betty and Stuart Tochner
Tarik Trad
Shepta Vainstein
Andrew Walzer
Dilnaz Waraich
Sally Weber
Dan Wolf
Zachary Zigmund
And all our grassroots supporters!

Amir Abdullah
Debbie Adler
Mary Ainsworth
Fares Alhassen
Omar Altalib
Dr. Ronald & Felice Andiman
Trudy Armer
Samia Bano
Elissa Barrett
Maya Barron
Ruth Beaglehole
Eve Beerman
Anwar Bhamla
Denise Bitidis
Mel Boigon
Jeremy Borison
Susan Brooks
Alli Burnison
Stacie Chaiken
Pesach Chananiyah
Rachel Davenport
Shabnam Dewji
Lutaf Dhanidina
Ingrid Dombrower
Liron Elkan & Nuri Miller
Christian Eng
Jana Fein
Amiel Fields-Meyer
Alisa Finsten
Carol Fischer
Susan Freudenheim
Gloria Garvin
Marissa & Kwasi Gee
Rob Gerstley
Ben Gertner
Steve & Judy Gilliland
Arthur L. Gilman
Glynnis Golden Ortiz
Marjorie Green
Robert Grossman
Reena Hajat Carroll
Jacqueline Hamilton
Hebrew Helpers
Ronni Hendel
Pini Herman
Connie Highberg
Claire Hirsch
Yechiel Hoffman
Jeremy Horowitz
Stacy North-Neubert
Evelyn Hutt

Susan Igdaloff
INTERFAITH: The Musical
Joanna Kabat
August Kahn
Rabbi Cassi Kail
Hala & Nasser Karam
Leslye Kassoff
Karen Kerschen
Rosanne Keynan
Ghada Khan
Lala Rukh Khan
Joubin Khazaie
Robin Kurtzman
Esther Kustanowitz
Nasreen Lalani
Phyllis Landis
Marcy Lebovitz
Julia Levine
Reene Levine-Blonder
Carol Linnell
Jason Lipes
Roni Love
Claudia Luna
Anna Lustre
Donna Malamud
Lia Mandelbaum
Jodi Marcus
Juliet Markowitz
Gina Marotta
Michael Mosher
Mahdiana Mosher
Aminah Mulla
Dawn Muroff
The Narrative Method
Cipra Nemeth
Susan Olso
Judith Pacht
Bruce Phillips & Toni Frederick
Zeiba Qidwai
Beth Rabin & Steve Finkel
Arshad Rafiqi
Noreen Rahman
Skye Reiner
Michael Renov
Zachary Ritter
Thomas Rosenberg
Seif Saqallah
Noah Schechter
Rabbi Neal Scheindlin
Susan Seely
Erica Serlin
Ruth Broyde Sharone
Randy Shulman
Loretta Siciliano
Lynn Silverman
Barry Simon
Dennis Smeal
Marcus Smith
Zvi Smith
Amy Spiegel
Claudia Sobral
Shalom Staub
Gary Stern
David Straus
Kelly Thomas
Ryan Torok
Imam Jihad Turk
Sarah Vanek
Lesha Wadala
Jasmine Wadalawala
Susan Wagner
Rachel Wallace
Nancy Wergeles
Elana Zimmerman
Gloria Zimmerman
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